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Adventures at comic-con!
By Melissa Clark

Following off from the success of Su-
panova 2015, in which the Adelaide Au-
gureys attended and ran come and try 
sessions, the South Australian Quid-
ditch Association decided to ask for a 
stall at the Adelaide Oz Comic Con, in 
April. 

It was a huge success! Why? It could 
have been that we were excited for the 
merchandise that we would be selling. 
The SAQA ordered gorgeous jewellery 
but the biggest drawcard was the 
sketched drawings that our president 
Denni did onto wine glasses. Or maybe it 
was that the atmosphere was electric was that the atmosphere was electric 
and the halls were filled with people 
who share our love of the world of 
Harry Potter? Whatever the reason, we 
were all on cloud nine.

From Left: Ezra Juanta, Danielle McCormick, 
and Player Attack Host Jessica Citizen
Photo Melissa Clark 2016

As soon as we arrived and set up the 
stall, it appeared that the attendees 
were very keen on seeing what we 
were selling. Our favourite time-turn-
ers proved to be a drawcard, selling out 
almost instantly.

Along with running our booth, outside 
on the Wayville Showgrounds ovals, 
the Adelaide Augureys held come and 
try sessions that were a huge success 
as well, with a few members of the 
public joining the players for a few 
games.

The The Adelaide Augureys were even 
lucky enough to be interviewed by 
Player Attack. It’s a fantastic inter-
view, you can check it out at 
http://bit.ly/2aan0Fr.
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A crowd of roughly 100 spectators came on an unusually warm, fine July 
day to watch the Josh Thunig show at Bonython Park.

FFor the first formal South Australian match came to fruition, the hype for 
some time now has been growing, and the first match was well attended by 
spectators not just from the friends and family of the quidditch community 
but the general public alike, receiving media coverage from radio and news-
paper presenters. Although no doubt overshadowed by the quidditch world 
cup preparations and coverage, the game merited the turnout, coverage and 
excitement that had been anticipated now for several months.

From the opening brooms up, the Adelaide Augureys dominated play, with 
Josh Thunig scoring the first two goals of the game before Flinders Univer-
sity even had a meaningful possession in the attacking half, and scoring one 
more before going off. Further goals to Thunig, Brittany Smart, Adam Higgs, 
Bradley Kerr, Stella Naylor and Simon Lee were scored before Flinders reg-
istered their first score, putting the game beyond doubt. The scoreline could 
and would have been far greater were it not for two brilliant shutout plays 
by Adam Taylor and an unlucky Rebecca Rowland who was very unfortu-
nate not to score. 

The Augureys equally dominated the beater game, with the beating of Mack-
enzie James and Jason Bilyk consistently breaking up any attack that 
Flinders managed to mount and cutting holes in the defense which were 
consistently exploited time and time again. The inexperience of the Flinders 
team was exposed in the harshest and most ruthless manner by the Au-
gureys beaters who showed no mercy. The Augureys maintained bludger su-
premacy for almost the entirety of the match, with little meaningful resis
tance coming from the Flinders University beaters at any time. Further-
more, the communication between the beaters with each other and the rest 
of the team was virtually non-existent, with long periods with neither 
Flinders beater armed, and neither Flinders beater claiming immunity when 
retrieving the third bludger despite the Augureys bludger control.

The Flinders University game plan in attack, with players like Emily 
Riazzi, Brad Johnson, Joel Stanley and Krishna Moorthy assumed it 
was never going to be reliant on the pass-attack, instead relying on ne-
gating the defensive beaters and scoring through blunt-force drives and 
shepherds. Unfortunately for Flinders, the conditions for that attack 
rarely eventuated, and the attack consistently fell apart along the at-
tacking one-third, even when the attack did succeed, it largely came 
from fast-breaks and counterattacks in which the Adelaide beaters were 
caught out of position. 
Conversely, the Adelaide attack strategy, which was largely a pass-at-
tack, paid dividends handsomely, consistently challenging the Flinders 
defense, managing to completely negate the more physically imposing 
Flinders team by consistently catching the defenders out of place, and 
chasers Josh Thunig, Brittany Smart and RJ Brouggy punishing the 
Beasts time and again.

Dania Ruminski-Smith's defensive seeking was the highlight of the 
Flinders University teams performances on the day. Against the Au-
gureys seeking team, Ruminski-Smith held her own for ten minutes 
againt fresh legs and the aggressive seeking of multiple Augureys, allow-
ing the Flinders University team to add a few goals to the scoreboard. 
However, it was too much for the one-woman brick wall to maintain, and 
it was only a matter of time before the Josh Thunig show came to the 
seeker party and showed his value as a dual position player and 
clinched the snitch to end the game.
Overall, the final score was 230*-70, a score which reflected the game 
perfectly. It reflected the Adelaide's dominance, but it also reflected the 
sharpness of the potency of the Flinders attack when they were allowed 
to run at the exposed Augureys defense. The next match is not set to 
take place until after the August Fantasy in South Australia, but both 
teams should take plenty away from this match (in particular the 
Beasts) that they can apply.
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The first SHOWDOWN
Augureys VS Beasts

By Victor Tan



 *in order of list above*
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INTRO TO THE TEAMS

Starting in early 2016, the Flinders University team will be Ade-

laide's first established uni team. The Beasts are looking for enthusi-

astic teammates from the uni but everyone is welcome to join in! 

Contact us if you are interested and get in on the ground-floor of a 

great team!

 

For the most up-to-date information on The Beasts please 'like' their 

facebook page:

www.fb.com/FlindersFantasticBeastsQuidditch/

or join their team group below.

You can also contact them via email at: flindersbeasts@outlook.com
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The Glenelg Gargoyles Quidditch Club (G.G.Q.C) was established in mid 

2016. Based by the beautiful Glenelg beach South West of Adelaide.  Al-

though it is the youngest of the clubs it already has a strong foundation 

of experienced players, who forged the club from a desire to not only 

have fun but to be competitive at a world-class level. We train hard and 

play hard. Members of the club see Quidditch as their main sport and 

support and challenge each other to achieve their best. G.G.Q.C prides 

itself on its coitself on its competitive spirit and Fun, sociable, positive team culture. 

 

If you would like to tryout for our team contact us at 

glenelggargoyles@gmail.com

Or private message us at www.fb.com/glenelggargoyles

 

Curious about Quidditch? like our facebook page and keep an eye out for 

our open come and try days and beach quidditch events

Gargoyles

The Augureys are SA's longest running - and currently the only fully estab-

lished - team. Created at the start of 2014 by Founder, Denni Mackay, the Au-

gureys have had many highs and lows on the journey to their current status. 

Now running like a well-oiled machine, greatly due to captain Stella Naylor's 

expertise, the Augureys are excited for a bit of friendly competition.

 

The Augureys train on Tuesdays at 5pm in George Street park and on Sun-

days at 4pm in Bonython Park. They always welcome newcomers with excite-

ment and are always happy to support new players and teams.  

 

For the most up-to-date information on The Augureys please 'like' their face-

book page:

https://www.facebook.com/AdelaideAugureyQuidditch 

You can also contact them via email at: adelaide-augurey@outlook.com

Augureys

The Adelaide Abraxans are the new kids on the block of SA Quidditch. 

Founded in 2016 by Chelsea Wibrow the Abraxans are based 

south-east of the CBD and looking to prove themselves out on the 

pitch. We’re looking for people who are enthusiastic and ready to 

learn a new sport while having fun and making friends. We may be 

ambitious, with hopes to attend QUAFL 2016 and QuidCamp 2017, but 

that just goes to show how ready we are for the challenge!

  

If you’d like to get involved you can email us at

adelaideabraxans@gmail.com

or join us on Facebook at

www.fb.com/adelaideabraxans
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